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This article may have too many section headers that divide its contents. Please help improve the article by merging similar sections and removing non-lasting sublayers. Date: October 2020 In 1987, the Government of China decided to delete this template message. This article was nominated for deletion. The discussion ended on
October 8, 2020 with a consensus to merge the content into the Deadpool article. If you find that this action has not been taken quickly, consider helping in merging rather than re nominating the article to delete it. To discuss merging, use the landing article discussion page. Date: October 2020 This article can be written from a fan's point
of view, rather than a neutral point of view. Please clean it to fit a higher level of quality, and to make it tone neutral. Retrieved 18 November 2018. In 1987, the Government of China decided to delete this template message. Alternative versions of DeadpoolPublisherMarvel ComicsFirst appearanceThe New Mutants #98 (February
1991)Created by NiciezaRob LiefeldSee alsoDeadpool in other media As a character, Deadpool has appeared in various media, from comics to movies and TV series. Each version of the work usually establishs its own continuity, and sometimes introduces parallel universes, to the point that different differences can be identified in the
representation of the character. This article details several versions of Deadpool depicted in works such as Marvel Comics Ultimate universe and What if issues. Age of Apocalypse In the Age of Apocalypse timeline, Deadpool was dubbed Dead Man Wade and reimagined as a bitter, humorless member of Pale Riders of the Apocalypse,
having received its faulty healing factor from the Apocalypse Eugenie program. Sent with his team to invade the Wild Land, he tried to unleash chaos at the shrine, but was killed by Nightcrawler, who teleported his body's head and hid it in a crater. [1] It was later revealed that Dead Man Wade resurrected like many of the other alpha
mutants. [2] Captain America: Who Won't Fencing the Shield The World War II-era version of Deadpool is introduced to the theme of the one-shot parody Captain America: Who Won't Wield the Shield. Frederick Wheezy Wilson, nephew of President Woodrow Wilson, is a soldier who is experienced by the Nazis to become 'Veapon X'.
Despite the nature of the story as a period piece, Wilson punctuates his speech with anachronistic slang from the 1990s. [3] [4] X-Men's '92 In the Secret Wars Battleworld based on the 1990s X-Men animated series, Deadpool is a member of X-Force with Cable, Bishop, Archangel, Psylocke, and Domino's. [5] Weapon X: Days of Future
Now In the Deadpool is recruited by Wolverine to be part of a new X-Men team following the death of the former team. He joins in, claiming that Wolverine only wants him as the human witness. This version of Deadpool is corrosive acid of Agent Zero's Anticurative Factor. This version of Deadpool speaks in blank text boxes. [6] Marvel
2099 In the potential future of Marvel 2099, Deadpool is Warda Wilson, the daughter of Wade and Shiklah. She collaborates with a hydra-inspired band Agent Bob and is wanted by police. She has taken an older Wade prisoner and forced her to watch political debates while chained up, angry that she has ruined her life and hopes she
can use it to find her mother. Wade reveals that he and Shiklah had a fall after Ellie's death, which led to a battle between the two former lovers in hell. [7] The new Deadpool is also being pursued by a woman wearing a dress that resembles Wade's Zenpool identity from the Axis. The mysterious woman rescues Wade and gives her
access to her bike to a Preston hologram. She then fights Warda and is revealed to be a living Ellie, who plans to reclaim the name Deadpool. [8] Wade and Preston enter the old uncanny Avengers hideout for Wade to prepare. Warda and Ellie continue to fight until Warda reveals that she will unleash a demonic monster unless Ellie fails
to get Wade to confess where Shiklah is. After Wade and Preston met with Ellie, Wade tells Ellie to look for Shiklah's coffin at Doc Samson's grave as he and Preston then go to Little Italy in 2099 to seek the help of one of the few living heroes in this period of time: Iron Fist. [9] Danny's heroes and iron fists confront Warda at Madison Star
Garden, where the Iron Fists defend themselves from the giant monster as Wade tries to prevent his daughters from fighting by promising to tell Warda where Shiklah is. Despite his request, Warda murders Ellie with liquid napalm and takes Wade to the sewer for questioning, where Wade reveals that Ellie's mutant ability is to regenerate
everything at once in her teenage body, allowing her to survive the Warda attack. After the defeat of Wade, Preston and Ellie Warda, Wade tells him that he and Shiklah had one relationship in and out of the other, but were always on the path to war that eventually resulted in his death, as on Earth, those who refuse to co-exist cease to
exist (with Wade leading the Skrulls to support his point). He introduces Preston to Warda's head so he can help Warda clean up his consciousness and become a better person and tells his daughters that they can both be Deadpool. He later tells Ellie that he now plans to travel the world and get rid of the planet from his old enemies and
that Shiklah's resting place is in a shrinking glass coffin at the top of his heart. When he escapes he is captured by the forces of the few surviving human beings that remain. It helps Cable recover Hope Summers from Stryfe, which is later revealed to be within this version of Deadpool's head. After apparently defeating Stryfe, this
Deadpool's quickly starts in half and seems to die soon after, his last words being a joke about paying compensation. [11] Marvel Zombies In the first limited series of Marvel Zombies, a zombie version of Deadpool is seen fighting the Silver Surfer. The Zombie Deadpool finally loses its body and appears as a disenchanted head that
begins in Marvel Zombies 3. This incarnation of Deadpool, often known as Headpool, entered Marvel's main continuity when it was found and captured by the original Deadpool in Deadpool: Merc with a Mouth. [12] Along with several other alternative versions of Deadpool, Headpool appeared in the Deadpool Corps with a propeller
beacon mounted on his head, granting him flight. Attempting to return Headpool to the Marvel Zombies universe, Deadpool encounters several versions of itself as they exist in other universes, including a female version of himself called Lady Deadpool, Major Wade Wilson, a militant but sane version of Deadpool, and The Deadpool Kid
(KidPool), a cowboy version of Deadpool that exists within a wild West universe. [14] Deadpool Corps In the 12-number series Deadpool Corps and the Deadpool Corps prequel series, Deadpool joins several alternate versions of itself from different universes to create a supergroup. Lady Deadpool and Headpool return from their previous
appearances in Deadpool: Merc with a Mouth, along with newcomers Kidpool, a children's version of Deadpool who attends Professor X's school,[15] and Dogpool, a dog endowed with the Deadpool family healing factor. [16] They later joined The Champion, going by the name Championpool and a squirrel named Squirrelpool. [17] The
group was assembled by the Old Man of the Universe known as the Contemplator. He gathered them to stop the powerful cosmic known as the Awerness. The Awerness absorbed whole worlds, devouring the consciences of the people. [18] Ultimate Marvel's final version of Deadpool is Sergeant Wadey Wilson, a Gulf War veteran.
Depicted as an anti-mutant extremist, he is a cyborg and leader of the Reavers who hunt mutants for sport on a reality show. Under the mask, Deadpool appears to be a skull with an exposed brain, its skin formed by a transparent shell. It also has the ability to mimic an individual's appearance and voice, though not their powers. [19]
Wadey reappears in Deadpool Kills Deadpool (written by Cullen Bunn and released in 2013) as a member of the Evil Deadpool Corps, led by Dreadpool, whose aim was to exterminate alternative versions of Deadpool through multiverse, including deadpool's regular body. In the #4, he is killed by the deadpool. [20] The final version
apparently does not have the break the fourth wall as does the main version. Deadpool Pulp Deadpool Pulp is a limited four-number series by writers Mike Benson and Adam Glass and artist Laurence Campbell, with Deadpool set in the 1950s based on pulp fiction (similar to marvel Noir's fictional universe). [21] Hulked-Out Heroes Main
article: Hulked Out Heroes First appearing in Hulk #21, Deadpool is hulked-out near the end of the fallout from Hulks' story. A two-part miniseries called Hulks: Hulked Out Heroes followed Hulkpool as he travels back in time to commit suicide, disrupting the origin stories of many heroes as he goes. [22] House of M in the House of M,
Wade Wilson was a field commander and active agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. During one of his missions, Agent Wilson contacted S.H.I.E.L.D. They had to patch it up via the TB-Link satellite to communicate with him. [23] Deadpool kills the Marvel universe in the deadpool plot kills the Marvel universe, the X-Men send deadpool to a mental
hospital for therapy. The doctor who treats him is actually Psycho-Man in disguise, who tries to torture and brainwash deadpool to become his personal minion. The procedure fails, but leaves Deadpool even more mentally careless, erasing serious voices and screwballing in his head and replacing them with a voice that just wants
destruction. Under the influence of Evil Voice, Deadpool develops a more nihilistic worldview and, as a result, after killing Psycho-Man by repeatedly smashing it against a desk, (and after burns in the hospital by using gasoline) begins to murder all the superheroes and super-villas on Earth, starting with the Fantastic Four and even killing
the Watchman, in an apparent attempt to rebel against him. The book ends with him entering the real world and confronting the Marvel writers and artists who are writing the book. He tells the reader that once you're done with this universe, I'll find you soon. [24] Deadpool Killustrated After the events of Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe,
Deadpool has killed many versions of Marvel superheroes and villains through the multiverse without any effect and concludes that there are endless alternative versions of the heroes and villains it killed. [volume and number required] In the series, Deadpool hires a team of scientists to help him get rid of all the Marvel characters. The
Mad Thinker gives Merc with a mouth a device that transports him to ideaverse, a universe that contains the classic characters that inspired marvel characters. [volume and number required] In each book, he hunts and murders characters such as the Headless Rider (who inspired the Green Goblin and Ghost Rider), the de Little Women
(Black Widow, She-Hulk, Elektra), Captain Ahab (General Thunderbolt Ross), la Sireneta (Namor), Mowgli (Ka-Zar), comte Dràcula Dràcula Dracula, Morbius, Blade) and more. He also installs his own brain in frankenstein's monster, giving his dark inner voice a body to help him. [25] Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson enlisted Beowulf,
Hua Mulan and Natty Bumppo to stop him. Deadpool kills Deadpool on April 4, 2013, Cullen Bunn revealed that, after the events of Deadpool Killustrated, the next and final part of the Deadpool Kills Deadpool is Deadpool that the killer and nihilistic Deadpool who appeared in Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe and Killustrated is called
Dreadpool and, in the series, hunted down all versions of Deadpool while our Deadpool, the light-hearted mercpool. Bunn stated that the Deadpool Corps appeared along with many other versions of Deadpool and new versions. [citation needed] The first book was released in July 2013. The first issue opens with Deadpool facing another
ultimatum attack, after which the Deadpool Corps quickly strings the titular character into crisis. In the course of the story, The Deadpool Corps is murdered (not including Headpool, who was already murdered before the events of the story), and concludes at number #4, where Deadpool collides with Dreadpool, which finally shows the
error of its manners and murdered by Deadpool in revenge for causing the death of its friends. Somehow, our Deadpool finds its way back, but not before the reader is aware that Evil Deadpool is still alive and cracking. [volume and number required] The Northern War is one of the most important in the history of the Apocalypse. [26]
Identity Wars When Deadpool, Spider-Man and Hulk went to another universe, Deadpool found Death Wish that looked like Deadpool, but the red part of her dress was green. Deadpool and Death Wish began to pass with one another and have a lot of fun, until Wade Wilson of this universe called Death Mask came in and killed Death
Wish which was revealed to be the Victor von Doom of this universe went mad. Deadpool then vowed revenge against the death mask for killing death wish and killing all members of the Death Mask group. After that Deadpool defeated the death mask by throwing a bomb at him, which threw him out. Deadpool began impersonating the
death mask until he and the other heroes returned to their universe. [27] Spider-Man &amp;; Deadpool In an Alternate Future, Spider-Man is an old man who became paralyzed from a Deadpool lifestyle and lives in a retirement home with an elderly Deadpool. Unknown to Spider-Man, Oldpool was donating his blood to Peter so that he
would not die because of his old age. In a battle between LMD Deadpools, Oldpool uses a time machine and mistakenly swaps sites with the Deadpool mainstream. After reaching the timeline meet the main Spider-Man and Oldpool. After stopping Master Matrix (the LMD LMD created by Peter's parents) and Chameleon, Old Man Peter
and Oldpool fade into their timeline. Venomverse In Edge of Venomverse, Deadpool from another universe investigated an installation where illegal experiments were being conducted with parasily worms. He joined the poison symbolism to expel the worms inside him. In the event that he voluntarily was consumed by a poison to act as a
double agent for the Venom army. In the end he's supposed to be dead. What if ... ... Iron Man: Demon in an Armor In this one-shot, which takes place on Earth-90211, Wade Wilson, as Deadpool, is hired by Galactus to kill the Beyonder to merge MODOK at the back end of Galactus in exchange for the Community Cube. He was given a
gun called Recton Expungifier, the only weapon that could kill beyonder. When Deadpool located his target in a nightclub, he was sharp on Beyonder's party lifestyle, getting Jheri curls in the process. While out with beyonder in a flying limousine, Spider-Man burst into the car and demanded that the symbiosis suit be removed from
himself. Beyond Beyonder's driver shoots Spider-Man out of the limousine, the symbiosis leaves Spider-Man and merges with Deadpool, creating Venompool. However, after years of partying, Beyonder got tired and launched Venompool into the world, making it out of beyonder's magic. Venompool tried to resume his contract and kill
Beyonder, but accidentally hit Recton Expungifier. He decides to clean himself up by kidnapping and selling a drunk Tony Stark to A.I.M. Unfortunately, he can't join any major superhero team, such as the Avengers, Defenders and Fantastic Four because of his newly acquired Jheri curls. References ^ X-Caliber #3, May 1995. ^ Age of the
Apocalypse #3. ^ Stuart Moore, Matt Fraction, Jason Aaron (w), Brendan McCarthy, Joe Quinones, Mirco Piers (p) Captain America: Who WON'T Wield the Shield (April 21, 2010), New York, NY: Marvel Comics. Retrieved 21 April 2010. Captain America: Who won't use the shield #1. Comic book resources. Retrieved 26 September 2010.
^ X-Men '92 #3, July 2015. ^ Weapon X: Days of present future. ^ Deadpool vol. 4, #6. ^ Deadpool vol. 4, #12. ^ Deadpool vol. 4, #19. ^ Deadpool vol. 4, #25. ^ Schedeen, Jesse (2009-06-17). IGN: Cable #15 review Retrieved 21 August 2010. ^ Deadpool: Merc with a Mouth #1 – Marvel Comics Catalog. Marvel.com. 01-07-2009. ^
Deadpool Corps #1. ^ Deadpool: Merc with a mouth #7. ^ Deadpool Corps Prelude #2. ^ Deadpool Corps Prelude #3. ^ Deadpool Corps Vol #1. ^ Deadpool Corps #1. ^ Last Spider-Man #91-94. ^ Deadpool Kills Deadpool #1-4. Retrieved 17 June 2010. Deadpool! Now with extra pulp!. Comic book resources. 18 juny 2010]. [Consulta: 26
març 2010]. Jeff Parker ens desclassifica a 'Hulked-Out' 'Hulked-Out' Newsarama.com. Retrieved 26 March 2010. ^ New Avengers #45. ^ Deadpool kills the Marvel universe #1. Retrieved 28 March 2013. Is it good? Deadpool Killustrated #3 Review. Adventures in bad taste. Retrieved 6 July 2013. ^ Extraordinary X-Men (vol. 1) #8
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